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Supernovae from massive stars

Marco Limongi

Abstract Massive stars, by which we mean those stars exploding as core collapse

supernovae, play a pivotal role in the evolution of the Universe. Therefore, the un-

derstanding of their evolution and explosion is fundamental in many branches of

physics and astrophysics, among which, galaxy evolution, nucleosynthesis, super-

novae, neutron stars and pulsars, black holes, neutrinos and gravitational waves. In

this chapter, the author presents an overview of the presupernova evolution of stars

in the range between 13 and 120 M⊙, with initial metallicities between [Fe/H]=-

3 and [Fe/H]=0 and initial rotation velocities v = 0, 150, 300 km/s. Emphasis is

placed upon those evolutionary properties that determine the final fate of the star

with special attention to the interplay among mass loss, mixing and rotation. A gen-

eral picture of the evolution and outcome of a generation of massive stars, as a

function of the initial mass, metallicity and rotation velocity, is finally outlined.

1 Introduction

Massive stars, i.e. those stars evolving through all the stable nuclear burning stages

and eventually exploding as core collapse supernovae, play a fundamental role in the

evolution of the Universe. They provide most of the mechanical energy input into

the interstellar medium through strong stellar winds and supernova explosions and

therefore induce star formation and mixing of the interstellar matter. Because they

are hot and luminous, they generate most of the ultraviolet ionizing radiation, power

the far-infrared luminosities of galaxies through the heating of the dust and con-

tribute significantly to the integrated luminosity of the unresolved galaxies. During

their hydrostatic evolution, as well as during the supernova explosion, they synthe-

size most of the elements, especially those necessary to life. The interiors of massive
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stars constitute invaluable laboratories where to study physical phenomena not seen

elsewhere in the Universe, like, e.g., the neutrino burst occurring few seconds prior

their explosion. Thus, the understanding of the evolution and the explosion of mas-

sive stars is fundamental for the interpretation of many astrophysical evidences and

in general for the correct understanding of the evolution of the Universe.

In this chapter an overview of the evolution of stars in the mass range between

13 and 120 M⊙ from the main sequence phase up to the presupernova stage will

be presented. It will be also outlined a general picture of the global properties and

outcome of a generation of massive stars for various metallicities and initial rotation

velocities. The specific results and conclusions presented in this chapter, however,

must not be considered as conclusive but, on the contrary, one possible and plausible

result of the stellar evolution. The reason is that they depend on many details of

the computation of the stellar models, among which the most relevant are (1) the

treatment of convection; (2) the adopted mass loss rate; (3) the treatment of both the

rotation driven mixing and the angular momentum transport; (4) the adopted input

physics (equation of state, opacities, nuclear cross sections, etc.). On the contrary,

the general properties of the presupernova evolution of a massive star, addressed in

the following sections, can be considered now well established and well accepted by

the astronomical community. There are, however, also many other excellent papers

and reviews on this subject, that the author recommends to the reader for further

insights [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 13, 7, 36, 37].

2 Massive stars: distinctive features

Stars are self-gravitating objects of hot plasma in hydrostatic equilibrium, losing

energy from the surface, in the form of photons, and/or from the center, in the form

of neutrinos. The equilibrium is guaranteed by the balance between the pressure

gradient and the force of gravity - the pressure being provided by a combination of

radiation, ideal gas and partially or totally degenerate electrons. Since the star loses

energy, because it is hotter than the environment and/or because of the neutrino

losses, it heats up and shrinks at the same time, according to the virial theorem, i.e.,

a fraction of the gravitational energy gained by the contraction goes into internal

energy while the remaining fraction replaces the energy lost [8]. When the central

temperature is high enough, thermonuclear fusion reactions take place, nuclear en-

ergy supplies the energy lost, and gravitational contraction halts. As the nuclear fuel

is exhausted, gravitational contraction and heating start again until the next nuclear

fuel is ignited. Therefore, from this point of view, the life of a star can be envisioned

as the progressive gravitational contraction of a self gravitating ball of gas, punctu-

ated by occasional delays when the nuclear burning supplies the energy lost in the

form of radiation and/or neutrinos.

By properly combining the equations of the conservation of momentum (hydro-

static equilibrium) and of the conservation of mass and by assuming an equation of

state for an ideal gas, the temporal evolution of the central temperature as a func-
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tion of the central density, for a star of a given mass, can be simply estimated:

Tc ∝ ρ
1/3
c M2. This means that a contracting star with a mass M and with a constant

composition, in which the energy generation and neutrino losses are negligible, sup-

ported by an ideal gas pressure, will increase its central temperature following the

relation Tc ∝ ρ
1/3
c . This relation will hold until one of the above assumptions is

violated, i.e., by the ignition of thermonuclear fusion or by the onset of degener-

acy. Low mass stars (M . 8 M⊙) reach a point where the internal structure is fully

supported by the electron degeneracy and the contraction of the degenerate core is

slowed down. These stars end their life as white dwarfs. More massive stars , on

the contrary, never experience a significant electron degeneracy in the core during

all their nuclear burning stages, therefore they evolve to higher and higher temper-

atures, fusing heavier and heavier elements until an iron core is formed. The iron

core becomes unstable and through a sequence of events the star explodes as a core

collapse supernova. The presupernova evolution of these stars and their final fate as

core collapse supernovae are the subjects of the present chapter.

During the progressive contraction and heating, the core of a massive star

achieves progressively high temperatures. Therefore all the nuclear burning stages,

i.e., H-, He-, C-, Ne-, O- and Si-burning, are activated and go to completion until

the nuclear statistical equilibrium is achieved. The nuclear burning stages following

the H and the He ones (the so called advanced burning stages ) are characterized

by an increasing number of efficient nuclear reactions. In general any given ad-

vanced burning stage is activated by few key reactions that release light particles

(i.e., protons, neutrons and alpha particles). Because of the high temperatures, these

light particles can be captured by almost all the isotopes present in the hot plasma

and therefore huge number of nuclear reactions are promptly activated. The general

properties of the advanced burning stages in massive stars are discussed in details in

many papers and excellent reviews [2, 9, 5, 10, 13].

An important aspect of the evolution of massive stars is the neutrino losses .

In very hot environments there are enough energetic photons in the Planck distri-

bution having energies in excess of mec2, me being the electron rest mass. As a

consequence the creation of positron-electron pairs is activated and proceeds at a

high rate [38]. The created pairs (e+e−), however, quickly recombine and give back

two photons per pair. Due to the very short annihilation time, the pair creation and

annihilation quickly come to an equilibrium. However, in this continuous back and

forth exchange, there is a small one-way leakage, because a small fraction of (e+e−)

recombinations result in a (νeν̄e) pair, instead of two photons. Since, for the typi-

cal physical conditions of these phases, the neutrino opacity is extremely low, the

neutrinos exit the star at the speed of ligth without interacting with the matter and

therefore they constitute an efficient energy loss mechanism. The neutrino emission

from pair production starts to become efficient when the central temperature exceeds

∼ 8 ·108 K, i.e., at the beginning of core C burning, and progressively increases all

along the further evolutionary phases up to the onset of the iron core collapse. This

is the reason why the advanced evolutionary phases of massive stars are usually

referred to as ”neutrino dominated” phases. The dramatic increase of the neutrino

emission implies a dramatic increase of the total luminosity, i.e. the sum of the pho-
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ton and neutrino luminosities (Ltot = Lγ +Lν ). The almost constant nuclear energy

Enuc provided by each advanced nuclear burning stage coupled to the dramatic in-

crease of the total luminosity (mainly the neutrino luminosity, because the photon

luminosity remains essentially constant during these phases) implies a dramatic ac-

celeration of the stellar evolution. The lifetime of any given nuclear burning stage,

in fact, can be simply estimated as τnuc ∼ EnucM/Ltot . The typical nuclear burning

lifetimes of C, Ne, O and Si burning are ∼ 104, ∼ 0.5, ∼ 0.4 and 10−2 years,

respectively.

Because of the tremendous shortening of the advanced burning lifetimes, in the

presence of convection, the nuclear burning timescales may become comparable

to the mixing turnover ones and therefore, in this case, the chemical composition

cannot be fully homogenized within the whole convective zone. This interaction

between local nuclear burning and convective mixing requires a proper numerical

treatment and, perhaps, constitutes one of the most challenging aspects of the com-

putation of the presupernova evolution of massive stars [9, 5].

Fig. 1a Convective and composition history of a non rotating solar metallicity 15 M⊙ model. The

convective zones are marked by green shaded areas, while the chemical composition follows the

color codes reported in the upper right color bar. The quantity in the x-axis is the logarithm of the

remaining time to the collapse in years. The quantity reported in the y-axis is the interior mass

coordinate in solar masses.
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Fig. 1b Same as Figure 1a but for a model with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.

3 Presupernova Evolution: Overview

3.1 Core H burning

Core H burning is the first stable and long lasting nuclear burning stage. In mas-

sive stars with initial metallicity Z & 10−7, it occurs at temperatures of the order of

∼ 4 to ∼ 6 · 107 K and therefore it is powered by the CNO cycle. The high sensi-

tivity of the CNO cycle on the temperature implies a high nuclear energy flux and

hence the formation of a convective core that reaches its maximum extension at the

very beginning of core H burning. The main source of opacity in the core is due

to the electron scattering, therefore as the burning proceeds the radiative gradient

progressively decreases and therefore the convective core reduces as well. Such a

reduction leaves a region of variable composition enriched by the partial CNO pro-

cessed material (Figure 1a). When the central H mass fraction drops below 10−7 the

convective core vanishes, the interior zones undergo an overall gravitational con-

traction and then the H burning shifts in a shell. The core H burning lifetimes range

between ∼ 107 yr and ∼ 106 yr in the mass range 13− 120 M⊙, see, e.g. [17].

The interior properties of the star during this phase determine the evolutionary

path in the HR diagram. In general, during core H burning the luminosity progres-
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Fig. 2 Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram of non rotating models of metallicities [Fe/H]=0 (black

lines) and [Fe/H]=-3 (red lines) during the core H burning phase. Solar metallicity models with

initial mass M > 60 M⊙ become WR during this phase.

sively increases while the effective temperature progressively decreases. Figure 2

shows the evolutionary path of core H burning solar metallicity massive stars in the

HR diagram. For this set of models the minimum mass entering the region corre-

sponding to the O-type stars (Teff ≥ 31500 K) is ∼ 13 M⊙. The fraction of core H

burning lifetime spent as a O-type star increases with the mass and ranges in this

case between ∼ 0.15 and ∼ 0.8 for the 13 and the 120 M⊙ models respectively.

Mass loss is quite efficient during this phase and scales directly with the mass

(i.e., luminosity). In the more massive solar metallicity models it ranges typically

between 10−6 and 10−5 M⊙/yr [14, 15]. This value is high enough to induce a sub-

stantial reduction of the total mass of the star and hence to expose to the surface the

zones partially modified by the core H burning. When this happens the star becomes

a Wolf-Rayet star (WR) [12] and evolves toward higher effective temperatures (see

also [11] for our definitions of the various WR stages). In the present set of models,

solar metallicity non rotating stars with initial mass larger than 60 M⊙ become WR

stars already during core H burning (Figure 2). This limit, however, is sensitive to

a number of uncertainties among which the efficiency of the stellar wind. The mass

loss depends mainly on both the luminosity and the effective temperature, i.e. on

the evolutionary path of the star in the HR diagram, and therefore, ultimately, on

the interior properties of the star. For example, the size of the convective core, that
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Fig. 3 Evolutionary tracks in the HR diagram of two non rotating 60 M⊙ models of solar com-

position during core H burning. The black line refers to the model computed assuming 0.2 HP of

core overshooting while the red line refers to the model computed without any convective core

overshooting. The mass loss rate corresponding to the various regions of the HR diagram follows

the color codes reported in the color bar.

in turn depends on the amount of convective core overshoot adopted in the calcula-

tions, may influence, even significantly, the total mass of the star at core H depletion.

Figure 3 shows the evolutionary tracks of two non rotating models of solar metal-

licity with initial mass M = 60 M⊙, computed with and without overshooting. The

evolutionary track of the star computed with overshooting is much more extended

toward lower effective temperatures. This implies a higher mass loss and therefore

a final mass at core H depletion (MH−dep ∼ 35 M⊙), much lower than the one of the

corresponding model computed without overshooting (MH−dep ∼ 50 M⊙).

The He core at core H depletion depends on the size of the H convective core -

the larger the size of the H convective core, the larger the zone where H is converted

into He and therefore the larger the final He core mass at core H depletion. The

maximum size of the H convective core, in general, increases with the mass of the

star, therefore the He core at core He depletion will increase with the mass of the

star as well. However such a relation may depend on the efficiency of mass loss. In

the more massive stars, in fact, mass loss is strong enough to reduce substantially

the total mass and therefore to induce a reduction of the H convective core during

the core H burning phase. As a consequence, in this case, the He core at core He

depletion is smaller than it would be in the case of reduced, or absent, mass loss.

Figures 4 and 5 shows this effect for solar metallicity models with initial mass larger

than 60 M⊙. As mentioned above, these stars become WR during the core H burning

phase.
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Fig. 4 Total mass (blue line) and He core mass (red line) of solar metallicity non rotating models

at core H depletion as a function of the initial mass.

Fig. 5 He core mass at core at core H depletion as a function of the initial mass for non rotating

models with initial metallicities [Fe/H]=0 (black line), [Fe/H]=-1 (red line), [Fe/H]=-2 (green line)

and [Fe/H]=-3 (blue line).
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As the metallicity decreases, the stars become more compact and hotter due to

the reduction of the opacity of the matter. This implies bluer evolutionary tracks

in the HR diagram (Figure 2). The mass loss scales with the initial metallicity as

Ṁ ∼ Z0.85 [14, 15] therefore at low metallicities, i.e. [Fe/H]≤ −1, the stars during

the core H burning phase evolve essentially at constant mass. The reduction of the

initial metallicity also implies a reduction of the abundance of the CNO nuclei and

therefore an increase of the core H burning temperature. This would lead to larger

convective cores and hence larger He cores at core H depletion [18]. However, in

models with convective core overshooting, this is only a mild effect. Figure 5 shows

that for stars with initial mass M < 40 M⊙ the He core at core H depletion is essen-

tially independent on the initial metallicity. On the contrary, for stars above this lim-

iting mass there are sizable differences between models with solar metallicity and

models with metallicities [Fe/H] ≤ −1. These differences are due to the influence

of mass loss on the size of the H convective core (discussed above), that is sizable

at solar metallicity and becomes progressively negligible at lower metallicities.

The inclusion of rotation has essentially two main effects on the evolutionary

path of a massive star in the HR diagram during core H burning: (1) the lowering

of the effective gravity, due to both the centrifugal force and the angular momentum

transport, makes the track redder; (2) the rotation driven mixing (see below) a) in-

creases the size of the H depleted zone, making the track brighter and cooler (like

the convective core overshooting), and b) enriches the radiative envelope with He,

reducing the opacity and making the track brighter and bluer [16, 17, 19, 20]. By the

way, a changing of the path in the HR diagram also implies a changing of the mass

loss rate which is, in this case, an indirect effect of the stellar rotation. Depending

on the initial mass, initial metallicity and initial rotation velocity, one effect may

prevail on the others. Figures 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d show that for lower metallicities the

evolutionary tracks of rotating models appear broader and more extended toward

lower effective temperatures compared to those of the non rotating stars, therefore

in this case the lowering of the effective gravity and the increase of the H depleted

zone due to the rotation driven mixing are the dominant effects. On the contrary,

for higher metallicities, the evolutionary tracks of rotating models are brighter and

bluer compared to those of the non rotating stars, clearly demonstrating that for

these models the main effect of rotation is the He enrichment of the radiative enve-

lope. Since, in general, the mass loss increases with increasing the luminosity and

with decreasing the effective temperature, at solar metallicity the indirect effect of

the inclusion of rotation is that of a global reduction of the total mass of the star dur-

ing core H burning. As a consequence, the minimum mass entering the WR stage

during this phase decreases from 80 M⊙, for non rotating stars, to 60 M⊙, for stars

initially rotating with v=300 km/s. For metallicities corresponding to [Fe/H]≤ −1

this effect is negligible because of the strong reduction of the mass loss with de-

creasing the metallicity. However, the more massive rotating stars (M > 60 M⊙) at

metallicities lower than solar undergo a remarkable redward excursion in the HR

diagram, which is followed by a bluer evolution. This occurrence is due to the fact

that, during the redward evolution, these stars approach their Eddington luminosity

, lose a substantial amount of mass and become WR stars. Therefore, summarizing,
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Fig. 6a HR diagram of models during core H burning with initial velocities v=0 km/s (black lines),

v=150 km/s (green lines) and v=300 km/s (red lines) and with initial metallicity [Fe/H]=0.

Fig. 6b Same as Figure 6a but for metallicity [Fe/H]=-1.

the minimum mass entering the WR stage (MWR
min), during the core H burning phase,

decreases with increasing the metallicity and with increasing the initial rotation ve-

locity. At solar metallicity MWR
min is ∼ 80 M⊙ and ∼ 60 M⊙ for the non rotating and

the rotating (vini = 300 km/s) models respectively. At metallicities corresponding to

[Fe/H]≤−1, MWR
min ∼ 80 M⊙ for the rotating models (vini = 300 km/s) - no model

enters the WR stage in the non rotating case.
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Fig. 6c Same as Figure 6a but for metallicity [Fe/H]=-2.

Fig. 6d Same as Figure 6a but for metallicity [Fe/H]=-3.

The transport of both the angular momentum and the chemical species (rota-

tion driven mixing) during core H burning is essentially due to (1) convection, (2)

meridional circulation and (3) shear turbulence [16, 17, 19, 20, 21]. Convection is

obviously working within the convective zones while meridional circulation and

shear turbulence, operate in the radiative ones. As mentioned above, during core H

burning, rotation induced mixing drives a continuous slow ingestion of fresh fuel

(H) into the H convective core, as well as a slow mixing of the freshly synthesized
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Fig. 7 Upper panel: interior profiles of H (black lines) and 14N (red lines) mass fractions of two

15 M⊙ models with initial solar composition at core H depletion - the solid and dotted lines refer

to the rotating (v = 300 km/s) and non rotating models, respectively. Lower panel: interior profiles

of selected quantities of the 15 M⊙ rotating model at core H depletion: the angular velocity (blue

line - right y-axis); the diffusion coefficients corresponding to the meridional circulation (cyan line

- right y-axis) and shear turbulence (magenta line - right y-axis); the two form factors fP (green

line - left y-axis) and fT/ fP (red line - left y-axis) [34]

H-burning products (mainly 4He and 14N) into the radiative envelope of the star

(Figure 1b). Such a mixing is essentially due to the meridional circulation, which

dominates at the base of the radiative envelope, i.e., close to the convective-radiative

interface, and to the shear turbulence, which is, on the contrary, more efficient in the

outer layers (Figure 7). The main effects of this rotation induced mixing are (1) the

increase of the core H burning lifetime; (2) the increase of the He core mass at core

H depletion and (3) the enrichment of the 14N surface abundance.

Figure 8 shows the He core mass at core H exhaustion for the various metallic-

ities, for rotating and non rotating models. In general, for the reasons mentioned

above, the He core mass at core H depletion increases with increasing the initial

rotation velocity. This effect is more pronounced at lower metallicities because the

efficiency of the rotation driven instabilities increases as the metallicity reduces due

to the following reasons: (1) the diffusion timescale of the rotation induced mix-

ing is proportional to ∆R2/Dmix, where ∆R is the region where the diffusive mixing

operates and D is the diffusion coefficient; (2) the stars become more and more com-
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Fig. 8 Total mass (blue lines) and He core mass (red lines) at core H exhaustion as a function of

the initial mass, for models with metallicity [Fe/H]=0 (upper left panel), [Fe/H]=-1 (upper right

panel), [Fe/H]=-2 (lower left panel) and [Fe/H]=-3 (lower right panel). The dashed, dotted and

solid lines refer to models with initial rotation velocity v = 0, 150, 300 km/s, respectively.

pact as the initial metallicity progressively reduces. However, an opposite behavior

is found in those rotating models where the mass loss is significantly enhanced

by rotation that the H convective core is substantially reduced during the core H

burning phase and therefore the resulting He core is smaller than the one of the cor-

responding non rotating model (see, e.g., the fast rotating solar metallicity models

with M > 40 M⊙ and the fast rotating models with M > 60 M⊙ and with metallicity

[Fe/H]≤−1 shown in Figure 8).

The total mass at core H depletion, in general, scales inversely with the initial ro-

tation velocity. However, there may be some exceptions to this general rule because

this quantity depends on the complex interplay between the mass loss, which as

mentioned above depends on a number of factors, and the efficiency of the rotation

driven mixing. For example, at solar metallicity both the 60 and the 80 M⊙ non ro-

tating models lose more mass than their corresponding models with vini = 150 km/s.

The reason for such a non monotonic behavior is that the evolutionary tracks of the

non rotating models extend toward lower effective temperatures in the HR diagram

compared to those of the rotating ones (with vini = 150 km/s) and therefore they

undergo a stronger mass loss.
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Fig. 9a Angular momentum as a function of the enclosed mass for a 15 M⊙ model with ini-

tial metallicity [Fe/H]=0 and with initial rotation velocities v = 150 km/s (upper panel) and

v = 300 km/s (lower panel). The black and red solid lines refer to the stage corresponding to the

core H ignition and core H depletion, respectively (their scale is on the right y-axis). In each plot

it is also reported the percentage variation of the angular momentum between the core H ignition

and core H depletion (red dotted lines - left y-axis).

Another important property of the rotating models during core H burning, worth

mentioning, is the efficiency of the angular momentum transport. Due to the inter-

play among convection, meridional circulation and turbulent shear, the angular mo-

mentum is in general transported from the innermost zones toward the more external

ones and, then, it is eventually lost by stellar wind. As a result of these combined

effects, solar metallicity massive stars lose from ∼ 30% to ∼ 90% of their initial

total angular momentum during core H burning (Figures 9a and 9b). In general,

the larger the mass and the larger the initial rotation velocity the larger the angular

momentum loss. At metallicities corresponding to [Fe/H] ≤ −1 the total angular

momentum loss reduces dramatically because of the strong reduction of the mass

loss - for [Fe/H] ≤ −2 the total angular momentum is essentially conserved in all

the stars (Figures 9c and ??). Note, however, that in the cores of all these models the

angular momentum reduces by ∼ 60− 90% in low and high masses, respectively,

regardless of the initial metallicity. This is due the fact that the reduction of the an-

gular momentum in the core is essentially due to the convection that is the most

efficient mechanism for angular momentum transport and that, in turn, is almost

independent of the initial metallicity.
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Fig. 9b Same as Figure 9a but for a 60 M⊙ model.

Fig. 9c Same as Figure 9a but for an initial metallicity [Fe/H]=-2.
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Fig. 9d Same as Figure 9b but for an initial metallicity [Fe/H]=-2.

3.2 Core He burning

After core H depletion, the H burning shell progressively shifts outward in mass and

progressively increases the mass of the He core. During this phase all the models

move toward the red side of the HR diagram, at constant luminosity, while the He

core progressively contracts and heats up until the He burning reactions are acti-

vated. The timescale of such a transition cannot be determined with precision on the

basis of first principles because it depends on the efficiency of the chemical mixing

in the region of variable composition left by the receding convective core during

core H burning (Figure 1a) that, in turn, is still highly uncertain. This region, in fact,

becomes unstable according to the Schwarzschild criterion and stable according to

the Ledoux one, because of the stabilizing effect of the µ gradient (∇µ ). This zone is

usually referred to as a ”secmiconvective” region [22, 23, 24]. If the Schwarzschild

criterion for convection is adopted, this zone is mixed very efficiently, i.e. on a

dynamical timescale, and the redward excursion in the HR diagram occurs on a nu-

clear timescale, i.e. during core He burning. As a consequence we would expect, in

this case, that the region between the main sequence (MS) and the red giant branch

(RGB) would be well populated. On the contrary, if the Ledoux criterion for convec-

tion is adopted, the mixing is suppressed and the redward evolution occurs on much

faster Kelvin-Helmoltz timescales. In this case we would expect very few stars, i.e.

a gap, in the HR diagram between the MS and the RGB. The problem is that the
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Ledoux criterion is not that robust because ∇µ , that stabilizes the zone against con-

vection, may be reduced, and even destroyed, by any kind of stochastic turbulence,

favoring the onset of convection that, in turn, would reduce even more ∇µ . This

is clearly an unstable situation. The physics of this phenomenon has been studied

by a number of authors. [25], for example, showed that these small perturbations

would rise on thermal timescales, because they are due to heat exchange processes,

with the net result of mixing eventually the whole region. Nevertheless, at present,

the precise values of such timescales as well as the real efficiency of the chemical

mixing operating in this region are still unknown. As a consequence the only guid-

ance we have to treat this region comes from the observations, that clearly show the

presence of a gap between the MS and the RGB in the color-magnitude diagrams of

massive stars populations in the Milky Way and the in the Magellanic Clouds [26].

This implies that, at most, a small efficiency of the mixing in the semiconvective

region is allowed by the observations. After a proper calibration of the semicon-

vection, core He burning begins when the star is still a blue supergiant (BSG) or

has become a red supergiant (RSG) depending on the initial mass, initial metallicity

and initial rotation velocity. The green stars in Figures 10a to 10l, mark the location

in the HR diagram corresponding to the beginning of core He burning for all the

models.

Fig. 10a HR diagram of solar metallicity non rotating models from the MS phase up to the core

He depletion stage. The green stars mark the beginning of core He burning while the red stars refer

to the core He depletion stage.

At solar metallicity, all the models start core He burning as RSGs (Figures 10a,

10b, 10c) with the exceptions of those stars, i.e. the most massive ones, that be-
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Fig. 10b Same as Figure 10a but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 150 km/s.

Fig. 10c Same as Figure 10a but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.

come WR (1) already during core H burning or (2) during the redward excursion,

before the beginning of core He burning, due to the approaching to their Eddington

luminosity. Stars that start core He burning as RSGs become cool enough that the

dust driven wind become efficient [27] and a phase of strong mass loss begins. The
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Fig. 10d Same as Figure 10a but for models with initial metallicity [Fe/H]=-1.

Fig. 10e Same as Figure 10d but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 150 km/s.

central He mass fraction corresponding to the onset of the dust driven wind is cru-

cial in determining the amount of mass which is lost during the remaining core He

burning and therefore in determining whether the star remains a RSG or become a

WR (BSG) star. If the star enters the dust driven wind phase at late stages of core
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Fig. 10f Same as Figure 10d but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.

Fig. 10g Same as Figure 10a but for models with initial metallicity [Fe/H]=-2.

He burning, the remaining core He burning lifetime will allow a very small amount

of mass loss and therefore the star will remain a RSG all along the subsequent evo-

lution. On the contrary, if the star enters the dust production regime at an early stage

of core He burning, there is enough time for the star to loose a substantial amount of
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Fig. 10h Same as Figure 10g but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 150 km/s.

Fig. 10i Same as Figure 10g but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.

mass favoring the evolution from a RSG to a BSG-WR configuration. The transition

mass between these two evolutionary paths depends on the initial rotation velocity.

For the set of solar metallicity models discussed in this chapter the minimum mass
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Fig. 10j Same as Figure 10a but for models with initial metallicity [Fe/H]=-3.

Fig. 10k Same as Figure 10j but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 150 km/s.

entering the WR stage is ∼ 17 M⊙ in the non rotating case. Such a value decreases

to ∼ 13 M⊙ for models with initial rotation velocities of v ≥ 150 km/s.

The number of RSGs and WRs at core He depletion, decreases progressively

as the metallicity reduces due to the dramatic reduction of the mass loss and to the
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Fig. 10l Same as Figure 10j but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.

increase of the compactness of the stars. For metallicities corresponding to [Fe/H]<
−1 all the non rotating stars in the range 13−120 M⊙ skip the redward excursion in

the HR diagram and remain BSG during all the core He burning phase. The inclusion

of rotation favors, at all the metallicities, a redward evolution for the lower mass

models, as well as an approach to the Eddington luminosity for the higher mass

ones. Therefore, for these low metallicities, the inclusion of rotation determines an

increase of the number of both the RSGs and the WRs at core He depletion - the

WR/RGB ratio increasing with increasing the initial rotation velocity. The red stars

in Figures 10a to 10l, mark the location of the models at core He depletion and

therefore provide the mass intervals for RSGs, BSGs and WRs at core He depletion.

Core He burning lasts ∼ 106−105 yr, in the mass range 13-120 M⊙. It occurs in

a convective core whose mass size in general increases or, at most, remains constant;

then it vanishes when the central He mass fraction drops below ∼ 10−8. Such a be-

havior is typical of the stars for which the mass loss in not strong enough to uncover

the He core and eventually to reduce its mass (as already mentioned above, Figures

10a to 10l provides the minimum mass entering this phase as a function of the initial

mass, initial metallicity and initial rotation velocity). Stars for which the mass loss

is high enough (Ṁ ∼ 10−5 − 10−4 M⊙/yr) to progressively reduce the He core, on

the contrary, enter the WNE stage and eventually, if the total mass is reduced below

the mass coordinate corresponding to the maximum extension of the He convective

core, may become WC stars. In these stars, the evolutionary properties during the

remaining core He burning stage is mainly driven by the actual size of the He core.

In particular, as the He core progressively reduces in mass because of the mass loss,

the star tends to behave as a star of a lower mass (i.e., a star having the same actual
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He core), essentially by reducing its central temperature. Such an occurrence has

the following effects: (1) the He convective core shrinks progressively in mass and

leaves a region of variable chemical composition; (2) the core He burning lifetime

increases; (3) the total luminosity progressively decreases, i.e., the star in the HR di-

agram moves downward; (4) the 12C mass fraction at core He exhaustion becomes

larger than it would be without mass loss; (5) the CO core at core He exhaustion is

smaller than it would be without mass loss and resembles that of a star having a sim-

ilar final He core mass (regardless on the initial mass of the star). In the present set

of non rotating models, the CO core mass, in general, increases with the initial mass

at all the metallicities (Figure 11). The sensitivity of the CO core mass on the initial

Fig. 11 CO core mass at core He depletion as a function of the initial mass, for non rotating

models. The various metallicities follow the color codes reported in the Figure. Also shown is

the CO core mass limit above which pulsation pair instabilities and pair instabilities are expected

according to [28].

metallicity is negligible for stars with initial mass Mini ≤ 40 M⊙ (as for the He core,

Figure 5). Above this limit, on the contrary, the MCO −Mini relation is shallower

at solar metallicity compared to the corresponding ones at lower metallicities. The

reason for this different behavior is that solar metallicity models with Mini > 40 M⊙

become WNE/WC stars and therefore their He cores are significantly reduced by the

mass loss - this limit the increase of the CO core; on the contrary, low metallicity

models evolve during this phase essentially at constant mass because of the highly

reduced efficiency of the mass loss and therefore none of them become a WNE/WC

star. One of the consequence of such an occurrence is that, in the most massive low
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metallicity non rotating models, the CO core mass may increase even above the limit

for the onset of the pair instability [28], as in the case of the 120 M⊙ models with

[Fe/H] ≤ −1. [28] identify two different outcomes driven by the pair instabilities,

i.e. a black hole formation, in the case of the pulsation pair instabilities occurring

in stars with He cores in the range ∼ 40− 63 M⊙, and the complete disruption of

the star, in the case of the pair instabilities occurring in stars with He cores more

massive than ∼ 63 M⊙ (i.e. the so called pair instability supernovae). According

to these He cores limits, the two 120 M⊙ models with [Fe/H] ≤ −2 enter the pair

instability regime, while the 120 M⊙ model with [Fe/H] =−1 undergoes pulsation

pair instabilities (Figure 11). Let us however remember that we cannot follow the

evolution after the onset of these instabilities, therefore we cannot identify with pre-

cision of certainty the evolutionary paths of these stars. The MCO −Mini relation,

however, is highly sensitive to the mass loss rate during the WNE/WC stages. As

an example, Figure 12 shows the CO core mass at core He exhaustion as a function

of the initial mass, for solar metallicity non rotating models computed adopting two

different prescriptions of the mass loss rate during the WNE/WCO stages, i.e., the

one provided by [29] (NL00, that we consider the reference one in this paper), and

the one proposed by [30] (LA89) and widely adopted in the past. This older mass

Fig. 12 CO core mass at core He depletion as a function of the initial mass, for solar metallicity

non rotating models, computed by adopting two different prescriptions of the mass loss rate during

the WNE/WC phases, i.e., the one provided by [29] (NL00 - black line) and the one proposed by

[30] (LA89 - red line).

loss rate is significantly higher than the NL00 one (by ∼ 0.2−0.6 dex) and it scales
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as M2.5 (where M is the actual mass). In this way all the very massive star models

tend to converge toward a similar, quite small, mass. Since this strong reduction of

the total mass occurs essentially during core He burning, all the LA89 models will

develop a quite similar, low mass, CO core. Figure 12 clearly shows that while in

the NL00 case the CO core mass preserves a clear trend with the initial mass, in the

case of the LA89 all the models develop a significantly smaller CO core, i.e., similar

to that of the lower mass models. For example, in this case, a 60 M⊙ develops a CO

core similar to that of the 20 M⊙. Since the evolution of a massive star after core He

burning is mainly driven by both the CO core mass and its chemical composition

(see below), in this case a 60 M⊙ star will behave, in the following evolution, as

a 20 M⊙ star. It is clear, therefore, that the mass loss during the WNE/WC stages

is fundamental in determining the evolutionary properties of these stars during the

more advanced burning stages and also their final fate (see below).

In rotating models the CO core mass determination, at core He exhaustion, is

complicated by the presence of the rotation driven mixing. As in the core H burn-

ing, during core He burning the interplay among convection, meridional circulation

and turbulent shear (the last two mechanisms operating in the radiative zone above

the He convective core) determines both the angular momentum transport and the

mixing of the chemicals. The last phenomenon has essentially the following effects:

(1) the increase of the CO core; (2) the reduction of the 12C mass fraction at core He

exhaustion; (3) the continuous diffusion of core He burning products, mainly 12C,

up to the base of the H burning shell that activates a primary 14N production [31, 17].

The importance of these effects, however, is not the same in all the models of the

present grid but, on the contrary, it reaches its maximum for the lowest mass models

and reduces progressively as the initial mass increases, for any given initial metallic-

ity. The reason is partly due to the fact that in a grid of models having the same initial

equatorial rotation velocity, the ratio ω/ωcrit [ωcrit = (2/3)3/2(GM/R3
pole)

(1/2)) in

the framework of the Roche model ] decreases as the initial mass increases, there-

fore the effects of rotation become progressively less important in the more massive

stars. In addition to that, it must be remembered that the evolutionary timescales

decrease with the initial mass, and therefore the larger the mass, the faster the evo-

lution, and hence the smaller the timescale over which the rotation driven secular

instabilities may operate.

The net result of the interplay between mass loss and rotation is shown in Fig-

ure 13. As it is expected, in general, the increase of the CO core mass associated

to a given initial rotation velocity, reduces progressively with the initial mass, for

any given initial metallicity. The importance of this effect, however, increases with

increasing the metallicity because of the increase of mass loss. At solar metallicity,

for example, the mass loss is high enough in stars with initial mass M ≥ 40 M⊙ to

prevent the increase, or even reduce, the size of the CO core with respect to the cor-

responding non rotating models (upper left panel of Figure 13). As the metallicity

decreases, the mass loss decreases as well and therefore the increase of the CO core

due to rotation in the more massive stars is not limited anymore. For this reason the

most massive (Mini & 60 M⊙) rotating models of low metallicities may develop CO
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cores large enough to enter either the pulsation pair instability or the pair instability

regime [28] (orange and yellow area in Figure 13, respectively).

Fig. 13 CO core mass at core He depletion as a function of the initial mass for non rotating (black

solid lines) and rotating models (blue solid lines refer to model with vini = 150 km/s, red solid lines

to models with vini = 300 km/s). The models with metallicities [Fe/H]=0, -1, -2 and -3 are shown

in the upper left, upper right, lower left and lower right panels, respectively. Also shown in the

figures, and reported in the left y-axis, is the percentage variation (DM/M) of the CO core between

rotating and non rotating models (blue and red dot lines refer to models with vini = 150 km/s and

vini = 300 km/s, respectively). The orange and yellow zones mark the regions corresponding to CO

core mass values for which we expect pulsation pair instabilities and pair instabilities according to

[28], respectively.

The evolution of the angular momentum during core He burning depends, in

general, on the structure of the star, i.e., if the star is a RSG or if it is a BSG.

In a RSG configuration the star has a He convective core surrounded by a deep

convective envelope, these two zones being separated by a thin radiative region. On

the contrary, in a BSG supergiant configuration the convective envelope is lacking.

Since in the convective zones the angular momentum transport efficiency is maximal

and since during this phase the star loses a substantial amount of mass, the angular

momentum loss during this stage depends mainly on the efficiency of the angular

momentum transport in the radiative zone and on the presence of the convective

envelope.

Figures 14a to 14f show that, on average, in all the models of the present grid, the

angular momentum in the core reduces by ∼ 20− 40 % of the initial value, essen-
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Fig. 14a Angular momentum as a function of the enclosed mass for a 15 M⊙ model with ini-

tial metallicity [Fe/H]=0 and with initial rotation velocities v = 150 km/s (upper panel) and

v = 300 km/s (lower panel). The black and red solid lines refer to the stage corresponding to

the core He ignition and core He depletion, respectively (their scale is on the right y-axis). In each

plot it is also reported the percentage variation of the angular momentum between the core He

ignition and core He depletion (red dotted lines - left y-axis).

tially due to the transport within the He convective core, with the general trend that

the higher reduction is obtained in low mass highly rotating models. On the contrary,

the total angular momentum is essentially constant in low metallicity models, due to

the strong reduction of the stellar wind, while it reduces to ∼ 30− 40 % of the ini-

tial value at solar metallicity, the highest reduction occurring, again, in the low mass

higher rotating models. Let us remind the reader that, as already mentioned above,

for the same initial rotation velocity, the effects of rotation are generally lower in

the more massive stars.

After core He depletion, the newly formed CO core begins to contract in order to

ignite the following nuclear fuel while the He burning shifts in a shell and drives the

formation of a convective zone just above the He burning shell. In stars where the

He core remains constant in mass, the He convective shell forms in a region where

the He profile is flat and equal to the one left by the H burning, i.e. beyond the

He discontinuity that marks the outer edge of the CO core. Once the He convective

shell forms it increases in mass until it reaches its maximum extension without, in

any case, reaching the tail of the H burning shell. Because of the short lifetimes of

the following nuclear burning stages (see below), only a small amount of He is burnt
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Fig. 14b Same as Figure 14a but for a 25 M⊙ model.

Fig. 14c Same as Figure 14a but for a 60 M⊙ model.
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Fig. 14d Same as Figure 14a but for a model with initial metallicity [Fe/H]=-3.

Fig. 14e Same as Figure 14d but for a 25 M⊙ model.
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Fig. 14f Same as Figure 14d but for a 60 M⊙ model.

inside the shell before the final explosion of the star. In stars in which the He core

is reduced by mass loss, or increased by rotation driven mixing, the He convective

shell forms in a region of variable chemical composition, i.e., the one left by the

receding He convective core (in stars where the He core is reduced by mass loss)

or the one produced the continuous diffusion of He burning products driven by the

rotation induced mixing (in rotating stars). In both cases, the He convective shell

turns out to be hotter than the one formed in a region of flat He profile; such a

different behavior has profound and interesting implications on the production of

some specific isotopes [17, 11].

3.3 Advanced nuclear burning stages

The evolutionary properties of a massive star after core He depletion are mainly con-

trolled by (1) the CO core mass, (2) the 12C/16O ratio left by core He burning and, if

the star rotates, (3) both the total and the internal distribution of the angular momen-

tum. The CO core mass, that takes the role of the total mass (Figure 13), essentially

determines the thermodynamic history of the core while 12C and 16O constitute the

basic fuel for all the more advanced burning stages up to the formation of the iron

core. In the previous section it has been already discussed the dependence of the
12C mass fraction at core He depletion on both the mass loss and the rotation. It is
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worth to mention, however, that this quantity also depends, in general, on both the

treatment of convection during core He burning and the value of the 12C(α,γ)16O

cross section [32]. The physics of the convective motions is still poorly known and

the determination of the 12C(α,γ)16O cross section at the relevant energies is still

affected by large errors [33], hence these two ingredients constitute one of the major

uncertainties in the computation of massive star models.

Four major nuclear burning, distinguished by their principal fuel, can be identi-

fied during the evolution of a massive star from the core He exhaustion up to the

presupernova stage, namely, carbon, neon, oxygen and silicon burning (see [5] for a

detailed discussion of the nucleosynthesis occuring during each one of these nuclear

burning).

Fig. 15a Convective and composition presupernova history of a solar metallicity non rotating

20 M⊙ star. Convective zones are marked by green shaded areas, while the chemical composi-

tion is coded as in the upper right color bar. The quantity on the x-axis is the logarithm of the

residual time to the collapse in years, while the quantity reported on the y-axis is the interior mass

coordinate in solar masses.

Figure 15a shows the chemical and convective history of a typical non rotating

massive star, in this case it is a 20 M⊙ model with initial solar composition. In

general, each burning stage begins at the center and induces the formation of a con-

vective core. The convective core increases in mass, reaches a maximum and then

disappears as the nuclear fuel is exhausted. The only exception to this general rule is

core C burning that in the more massive stars occurs in a radiative environment due
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Fig. 15b Same as Figure 15a but for a model with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.

to the low 12C mass fraction left by core He burning coupled to the strong neutrino

losses (see section 2). Once the nuclear fuel is exhausted at the center, the burning

shifts in a shell which in general is efficient enough to induce the formation of a

convective zone above it. Once the convective zone forms, the outward shift of the

shell stops and the burning proceeds within the convective shell. After the nuclear

fuel is depleted within the whole convective zone, the burning shell quickly shifts

outward in mass and settles where the main fuel is still abundant. Then, eventually,

another convective zone may form. Note that two consecutive (in time) convective

shells may also partially overlap in mass - this may have some impact on the lo-

cal nucleosynthesis. The details of this general behavior, i.e. number of convective

zones formed in each burning stage and their overlap, depend on the mass of the CO

core and its chemical composition. Typically one to four carbon convective shells

and two to three convective shell episodes for each of the neon, oxygen and silicon

burning occur. In general, the number of C convective shells increases as the mass

of the CO core decreases.

The complex interplay among the shell nuclear burning, the timing and the over-

lap of the various convective zones determine in a direct way the mass-radius (M-R)

relation (i.e. the compactness) and the chemical stratification of the star at the presu-

pernova stage. In general, the less efficient the C burning shell (i.e., the lower is the
12C mass fraction left by core He burning), the smaller the number of the convective

zones and the later they are formed, the higher the contraction of the CO core and

the steeper the final M-R relation. This means that the higher is the mass of the CO
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Fig. 16 Binding energy of the mantle (see text) at the presupernova stage for non rotating models

with initial metallicities [Fe/H]=0 (black line), [Fe/H]=-1 (red line), [Fe/H]=-2 (green line) and

[Fe/H]=-3 (blue line).

core, the more compact is the structure of the star at the presupernova stage. The

MCO −Mini relation at core He exhaustion, therefore, directly determines the scal-

ing between the initial mass and the final M-R relation. Figure 16, that shows the

binding energy of the mantle (defined as all the zones lying above the iron core) at

the presupernova stage for non rotating models, clearly demonstrates that the rela-

tions between the compactness of the core at the presupernova stage and the initial

mass, for the various metallicities, closely follows the corresponding MCO −Mini

relations at core He exhaustion (Figure 11).

Figure 17 shows the distribution of the most abundant nuclear species at the

presupernova stage for selected non rotating models of initial solar composition. As

mentioned above, this chemical stratification is produced by the complex evolution

of the various convective zones. In general, the presupernova star consists of an iron

core of mass in the range between ∼ 1.3 and ∼ 1.8 M⊙, depending on the initial

mass of the star, which is surrounded by active burning shells located at the base

of zones loaded in the main products of silicon, oxygen, neon, carbon, helium and

hydrogen burning, respectively, i.e., the classical so called ”onion structure”. Thus,

each zone of the presupernova star keeps memory of the nucleosynthesis produced

by the various central and/or shell nuclear burning, occurring either in a radiative or

in a convective environment. Note the effect of mass loss that reduces progressively

the mass of the H-rich envelope and of the He core with increasing the initial mass.

Figure 18 is the same as Figure 17 but for a metallicity corresponding to [Fe/H]=-

2 and represents the typical behavior of non rotating stars with metallicities lower

than [Fe/H]=-1. Note in this case that the overall interior properties are similar to
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Fig. 17 Internal distribution of the most abundant isotopes at the presupernova stage for selected

non rotating models with initial solar composition. Also shown in the figure is the supernova type

that is expected for each progenitor mass (see text).

those of the solar metallicity models. In this case all the stars retain all their H-rich

envelope up to the presupernova stage because of the strong reduction of mass loss

at low metallicities.

The role of rotation on the advanced nuclear burning stages can be discussed

by studying the internal variation of both the angular velocity and the degree of

the deformation of the structure induced by the centrifugal force, for example, at

two selected evolutionary stages after core He depletion, i.e., at core Si exhaustion

and at the presupernova stage. Let us remind the reader that the deformation of

the structure induced by the centrifugal force is controlled by a proper form factor

parameter ( fP), that enters in the hydrostatic equilibrium equation, and that varies

from 0 to 1 - the higher is its value, the higher is the contribution of the centrifugal

force and therefore the higher is the deformation of the star (see, e.g., [34]). We

show in Figure 19, as an example, the case of 4 selected models at solar metallicity,

initially rotating at 300 km/s. The figure shows clearly that, in spite of the spin-

up of the more internal zones due to the progressive contraction of the core, the

structural deformations induced by rotation start to be sizable only after Si depletion,

i.e., the form factor decreases significantly below 1 only beyond this stage. This

means that all the advanced evolutionary phases, from core He depletion to core Si

exhaustion, are very mildly affected by rotation and hence that the final differences
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Fig. 18 Same as Figure 17 but for models with initial metallicity [Fe/H]=-2.

in the structure at the presupernova stage between rotating and non rotating models

are essentially due to the differences in the CO core mass and in the central 12C

mass fraction at core He exhaustion (Figure 13). Let us recall again that the larger

is the CO core mass - and/or the lower is the 12C mass fraction left by core He

burning - the faster is the outward shift of the C burning shell and the more compact

is the core of the star. According to these general rules, for the same initial mass,

rotating models behave like more massive stars and therefore they end their life

with more compact structures. Figures 15a and 15b clearly show such a behavior

for a rotating and non rotating 20 M⊙ model with initial solar composition. The

non rotating model forms a CO core, at core He exhaustion, of ∼ 3.1 M⊙ and the
12C mass fraction left by core He burning is ∼ 0.28; the corresponding values for

the rotating models are ∼ 4.5 M⊙ and ∼ 0.22. The non rotating model forms a

convective core during core C burning, followed by three consecutive convective

shell episodes in the subsequent evolutionary phases (this is a typical behavior of

the less massive stars). On the contrary, in the rotating model, core C burning occurs

in a radiative core and it is followed by only two C convective shell episodes in the

further evolution (typical of the more massive stars). A measure of the compactness

of the core can be obtained by using the parameter ξ2.5 [41]. Although this parameter

has been originally defined at core bounce in order to predict the final fate of the star,

we assume, here, that its value does not change significantly during the collapse

and therefore that its evaluation at the presupernova stage may provide a similar
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Fig. 19 Angular velocity (black lines) and form factor fP (red lines) as a function of the interior

mass fraction at core He exhaustion (solid lines), core Si exhaustion (dotted lines), and presuper-

nova stage (dashed lines), for four selected models, i.e, 15 M⊙ (upper left panel), 30 M⊙ (upper

right), 60 M⊙ (lower left panel), and 120 M⊙ (lower right panel). Also shown is the He mass

fraction profile as a function of the interior mass fraction at core He exhaustion (green lines).

information. Figure 20 shows that a rather tight relation exists between ξ2.5 and the

CO core mass. Such a tight relation becomes much more scattered if ξ2.5 is plotted as

a function of the initial mass of the star (Figure 21) . Such a result is due to the effect

of rotation. Taking into account the effects of both the initial metallicity and the

initial velocity, therefore, we find that low metallicity fast rotating models are harder

to explode, as a consequence, we expect these models to produced larger remnant

masses and/or, eventually, to produce faint and/or ”failed” supernovae [39, 40].

As mentioned in section 2, the timescales of the advanced nuclear burning stages

become progressively very short. However, in spite of such an occurrence, the loca-

tion in the HR diagram after core He depletion for the majority of the models may

change, even substantially. The green and red stars in Figures 22a to 22l mark

the location of each model in the HR diagram at core He depletion and at the presu-

pernova stage, respectively, and therefore provides the final configuration of the all

the stars of the present grid, at the time of the explosion, as a function of the initial

mass, metallicity and rotation velocity. For non rotating models at solar metallicity,

stars with initial masses below ∼ 17 M⊙ explode as RSGs while stars with initial

masses above this limit explode as WR stars. By the way, stars exploding as WRs,

in general, may have a different chemical composition of the envelope and therefore
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Fig. 20 Compactness parameter ξ2.5 [41] as a function of the CO core mass at the presupernova

stage for all the models in the present grid.

Fig. 21 Compactness parameter ξ2.5 as a function of the initial mass for all the models in the

present grid.

may explode as WNL- , WNE-, WNC- or WC-WR stars. These differences result

from the specific mass loss history and may have, in general, some impact on the su-

pernova light curves and spectra [35]. At solar metallicity we find a higher number

of WNE and WC progenitors compared to the WNL ones. Note also the lacking of

WNC progenitors in this case (as already discussed by [17] and references therein).
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Fig. 22a HR diagram of solar metallicity non rotating models from the MS phase up to the presu-

pernova stage. The green stars mark the core He depletion while the red stars refer to the presuper-

nova stage.

As the metallicity decreases to [Fe/H]=-1 the number of RSG supernova progenitors

increases while the number of WR progenitors decreases because of the reduction of

the mass loss. At this metallicity the limiting mass between stars exploding as RSGs

and those exploding as WRs is ∼ 70 M⊙. Note that no WNE and WNC are expected

for this metallicity. For metallicities [Fe/H]≤−2 the compactness increases and the

mass loss reduces substantially, therefore in these cases, the number of RSG progen-

itors decreases and the number WR progenitors vanishes. For these low metallicities

stars with masses lower than ∼ 27 M⊙ explode as RSGs while stars above this limit

explode as BSGs with an extended H-rich envelope (Figure 23a).

The inclusion of rotation, in general, reduces the minimum mass entering the

WR stage (see above) and increases the maximum mass exploding as RSG at all the

metallicities, therefore reducing the number of BSG, H-rich envelope, supernova

progenitors (Figure 23b, 23c). Note also that rotation has a complex and non mono-

tonic impact on the expected number of the various kinds of WR supernovae and

that, in any case, allows some progenitors to explode as WNC stars [17].

The dramatic decrease of the lifetimes of the advanced evolutionary phases, due

to the enormous neutrino energy loss, largely inhibits any angular momentum trans-

port in the radiative zones. On the contrary, in the convective regions the outward

transport of the angular momentum is still very efficient to induce an almost flat pro-

file of the angular velocity. It is important to note that since no convective regions

crosses the mass coordinate corresponding to the CO core mass, the total angular
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Fig. 22b Same as Figure 22a but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 150 km/s.

Fig. 22c Same as Figure 22a but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.

momentum stored in the CO core will remain essentially constant up to the onset of

the iron core collapse.
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Fig. 22d Same as Figure 22a but for models with initial metallicity [Fe/H]=-1.

Fig. 22e Same as Figure 22d but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 150 km/s.
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Fig. 22f Same as Figure 22d but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.

Fig. 22g Same as Figure 22a but for models with initial metallicity [Fe/H]=-2.

4 Conclusions

All the evolutionary properties of the present grid of models discussed so far, can be

summarized in order to define a global general picture of the evolution and outcome
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Fig. 22h Same as Figure 22g but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 150 km/s.

Fig. 22i Same as Figure 22g but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.

of a generation of massive stars, in the mass range 13 to 120 M⊙, as a function of

the initial metallicity and initial rotation velocity.

With the help of simple hydrodynamic simulations it is also possible to estimate

which is the final remanant mass left by each supernova and therefore to estimate
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Fig. 22j Same as Figure 22a but for models with initial metallicity [Fe/H]=-3.

Fig. 22k Same as Figure 22j but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 150 km/s.

which is the initial mass interval of stars that give rise to neutron stars and black

holes forming supernovae. These simple hydrodynamic simulations are needed be-

cause, to date, there is no well-established self-consistent 3D model that naturally

obtains the explosion of core collapse supernovae with their typical observed prop-
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Fig. 22l Same as Figure 22j but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.

erties [42]. These ”simplified” explosions are artificially induced by injecting in the

presupernova model some amount of energy in an also arbitrary mass location (typ-

ically near the edge of the iron core) and followed by means of a 1D hydro code.

The amount of extra energy injected is in general calibrated in order to abtain a

prefixed amount of kinetic energy of the ejecta at infinity (typically of the order of

1051 erg ≡ 1 foe, i.e. 1 fifty one erg). The extra energy can deposited in form of

thermal energy (”thermal bomb”, [44, 43]), kinetic energy (”kinetic bomb”, [46])

or a piston [45, 43]. It must be emphasized, however, that since these kind of ex-

plosions are not obtained from first principles, the actual remnant mass cannot be

determined with certainty of precision and therefore all the determinations of this

crucial quantity available in literature and based on these kind of estimates must be

taken with extreme caution.

The chemical composition of the envelope of the star at the presupernova stage

determines, in a direct way, the properties of the light curves and spectra after the

supernova explosion and therefore the classification of the supernova itself [47]. [48]

provided the values of the H and the He envelope masses (MH−env and MHe−env)

corresponding to the various supernova types [49, 50]. In this chapter it has been

adopted the following scheme: (1) stars in which MH−env & 0.3 M⊙ explode as Type

II Plateau SNe (SNIIP) ; stars in which 0.1 . MH−env . 0.3 M⊙ explode as Type

IIb SNe (SNIIb) ; stars in which MH−env . 0.1 M⊙ explode as Type Ib SNe (SNIb)

or Type Ic SNe (SNIc) if MHe−env & 0.1 M⊙ or MHe−env . 0.1 M⊙ respectively. On

the basis of this prescription, it can be estimated, for the present set of models, the

limiting masses marking the passage from one type of core collapse supernova to

another one, as a function of the initial metallicity and initial rotation velocity.
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Fig. 23a Predicted supernova progenitors for non rotating models at various metallicities. The

meanings of the various labels are defined in the text.

All the information discussed above, and in the present chapter, can be summa-

rized in Figures 24a to 24l that show, for any initial metallicity and initial rotation

velocity, the global properties of a generation of massive stars, i.e., the mass ranges

of stars that evolve through the various WR stages, the limiting masses for the var-

ious SN types, the initial mass-remnant mass relation (obtained assuming that the

final kinetic energy of the ejecta is 1 foe), the limiting mass between neutron stars

and black holes forming supernovae (MNS−BH) and, finally, the progenitor masses

exploding as faint supernovae (defined tentatively as those supernovae producing

a remnant mass corresponding to ∼ 90% of the CO core mass) as well as those

exploding as pair instability supernovae (PISN). By the way, since, as already men-

tioned above, we cannot determine with precision the final fate of stars with CO

core masses larger than the limit for the onset of pulsation pair instabilities, for sake

of simplicity we do not distinguish here between stars undergoing pulsation pair

instabilities and stars entering the pair instabilities. For non rotating models MWR
min

increases with decreasing the initial metallicity - for metallicities [Fe/H]<−1 none

of the models become a WR star. As a consequence the limiting mass between

SNIIP and SNIIb/SNIb (MIIP−IIb/Ib) follows the same trend, i.e., it increases with

decreasing the metallicity - for metallicities [Fe/H] < −1 all the stars explode as

SNIIP. Since the CO core mass in the lower mass models is not strongly dependent

on the initial metallicity MNS−BH is essentially independent on the initial metallic-

ity. On the contrary, the higher mass stars develop a progressively higher CO core

masses with decreasing the metallicity because of the strong reduction of the mass

loss, as a consequence these models enter the pair instability regime and explode
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Fig. 23b Same as Figure 23a but for models with initial rotation velocity of 150 km/s at various

metallicities

as PISN - the minimum mass exploding as PISN (MPISN) is ∼ 100 M⊙ for metal-

licities lower than [Fe/H]=-1. For the same reason the minimum mass for the faint

supernovae (Mfaint) decreases with decreasing the metallicity. The effect of rotation,

for any given initial metallicity, is that of favoring the WR evolution and therefore

both MWR
min and MIIP−IIb/Ib progressively reduce with increasing the initial rotation

velocity. Another effect of rotation is that of increasing the CO core mass, as a con-

sequence MNS−BH, Mfaint and MPISN progressively reduce with increasing the initial

rotation velocity. Inspection of Figures 24a to 24l provides the approximate values

for all the above mentioned critical masses as a function of the initial metallicity

and initial rotation velocity. As a final comment, let us note that no progenitor star

in the present set of models can produce a Type Ic SN (SNIc) because of the rather

high mass of He present in the envelope at the time of the explosion. However, [35]

questioned about the upper limiting value of MHe−env ∼ 0.1 M⊙ to produce a SNIc

explosion since they find models in which the He lines (in particular the HeI 10830

line) are not excited in spite of a rather large MHe−env.

Since the first (and only) two direct detections of gravitational waves are as-

sociated with the merger of double black hole binaries with masses 36− 29 M⊙

(GW150914 [51]) and 14− 7 M⊙ (GW151226 [52]), before closing this chapter it

is worth showing the final remnant masses expected for all the models as a function

of the initial metallicity for the three initial rotation velocities (Figures 25, 26, 27).

The figures show that, in the non rotating case, only low metallicity models (with

[Fe/H] ≤ −1 and with initial masses in the range 50 . M/M⊙ . 80) can produce

black holes as massive as those associated to GW150914. This result is in agreement
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Fig. 23c Same as Figure 23a but for models with initial rotation velocity of 300 km/s at various

metallicities

with other studies, like, e.g. [53]. On the contrary, models with initial masses lower

than ∼ 60 M⊙, at all metallicities, can easily produce black holes with the typical

masses associated to GW151226. The increase of the initial rotation velocity does

not change qualitatively this picture, although it lowers the mass interval compati-

ble with the two gravitational waves events and limits, in general, the formation of

massive black holes because it favors the entrance in the pair instability.

All the models presented and discussed in this chapter can be downloaded from

the web site http://orfeo.iaps.inaf.it, or obtained upon request to the author.
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Fig. 24a Global properties of a generation of solar metallicity non rotating massive stars: the mass

intervals of stars evolving through the various WR stages, the limiting masses for the various SN

types, the initial mass-remnant mass relation (for 1 foe explosions), the limiting mass between

neutron stars and black holes forming supernovae and, finally, the progenitor masses exploding as

faint supernovae as well as those exploding as pair instability supernovae (PISN). Note that, as

mentioned in the text, since we cannot determine with precision the final fate of stars with CO core

masses larger than the limit for the onset of pulsation pair instabilities, for sake of simplicity we

do not distinguish here between stars undergoing pulsation pair instabilities and stars entering the

pair instabilities.

• Nucleosythesis in spherical explosion models of core collapse supernovae

• Pre-Supernova Evolution and Nucleosynthesis in Massive Stars and their Stellar

Wind Contribution

• Nucleosynthesis in Hypernovae: Gamma Ray Bursts

• Supernova remnants as clues to supernova progenitors
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Fig. 24g Same as Figure 24a but for models with initial metallicity [Fe/H]=-2.

Fig. 24h Same as Figure 24g but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 150 km/s.
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Fig. 24i Same as Figure 24g but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.

Fig. 24j Same as Figure 24a but for models with initial metallicity [Fe/H]=-3.
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Fig. 24k Same as Figure 24j but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 150 km/s.

Fig. 24l Same as Figure 24j but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.
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Fig. 25 Mass of the compact remnant as a function of the initial mass for all the non rotating

models with metallicities [Fe/H]=0 (black line), -1 (red line), -2 (green line), -3 (blue line). These

results have been obtained with explosion energies of 1051 erg. The two horizontal grey strips

correspond to the range of measured masses of the two black holes merging in GW150914 and

GW151226.

Fig. 26 Same as Figure 25 but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 150 km/s.
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Fig. 27 Same as Figure 25 but for models with initial rotation velocity v = 300 km/s.


